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1. Introduction

WARBL is a plug-and-play USB-MIDI wind controller, designed to simulate

traditional open-tone-hole instruments like tin whistles, flutes, and bagpipes.

WARBL makes no sound by itself, instead sending MIDI messages to a MIDI

module app or dedicated hardware MIDI module. This gives you complete and

unlimited control over the sound. WARBL receives power from the micro USB

cable and does not require batteries.
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WARBL has eight optical tone-hole sensors, a pressure sensor, three buttons,

and an LED indicator. The buttons are numbered 1, 2, and 3 from the top

(mouthpiece) end of the instrument. The LED flashes briefly at startup and is

used to indicate mode changes and messages received from the WARBL

Configuration Tool.

There is also a programming button under the small hole in the back of the

enclosure. This is used for entering programming mode for updating the

software.

WARBL is highly customizable using the WARBL Configuration Tool, which is a

web page accessible with a browser or the WARBL app. It allows you to choose

fingering patterns and control pitch bend settings, register control settings,

breath/expression settings, control of bagpipe drones, and button actions.

2. Optical sensors

The infrared optical sensors detect the distance of your fingers from the tone

holes. The device uses this information to send MIDI pitch-bend messages, and

to determine whether each hole is covered. The sensors may require occasional

cleaning (see section 7) and calibration (see section 5). Although the device has

been calibrated once when new, you will likely need to calibrate it to your own

fingers.

Because they use infrared light, the sensors work well in most lighting conditions

(including complete darkness), but may have slightly different sensitivity outdoors

in direct sunlight. For best results, please ensure that your hands are clean and
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dry. Oils on your hands may be invisible to you but still affect the reflectivity of

your fingers in the infrared range.

The optional bell sensor is an additional infrared sensor designed to allow

uilleann pipes players to play “on the knee”, stopping all sound when the bell

sensor and all of the tone hole sensors are covered. Beginning in firmware v. 1.6,

this works with all fingering charts, not only the uilleann pipes chart.

3. Pressure sensor and mouthpiece options

The pressure sensor measures the pressure from your breath or a bagpipe bag.

The sensor is compensated for temperature and is quite precise. It can detect a

maximum pressure of about 6 kPa (about 24 inches of water).

Starting in November 2020, The standard mouthpiece is the vented tin

whistle-type one. It is made of tough food-safe nylon, and is designed to direct air

and moisture downward while allowing WARBL to sense the breath pressure. To

install it, first remove the rubber stopper from WARBL, and push and twist the

mouthpiece in place. It has a tapered fit. To clean and sterilize the mouthpiece,

you can use soapy water and/or boil it in water. The other mouthpiece option is

the small closed plastic tube, which some may prefer because it is more compact

and because no air is released, so you can play without taking breaths. To install

it, insert it by twisting it roughly ½” into the rubber stopper. It can be removed by

twisting and pulling. Both the closed mouthpiece and the stopper can be

lubricated with a small amount of the supplied food-grade silicone grease. They

should then be reasonably easy to twist and remove. The fit of both the stopper

and mouthpiece are purposely somewhat tight to prevent air leaks.
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Please see section 6 for using a bagpipe bag instead of a mouthpiece.

4. MIDI module options and setup

Most mobile devices and computers can be used as MIDI host devices. IOS

devices work especially well because they have low latency and there are many

low-cost MIDI app options. Plugging WARBL into an iOS device requires the

Apple Lightning to USB Camera Adapter or a similar adapter. There are also less

expensive non-Apple-brand adapters available. For newer mobile devices

without headphone jacks, there are adapters available that also add a

headphone jack. Plugging into an Android device typically requires a cable with

micro USB on one end (to plug into WARBL) and USB-C on the other end.

Please see the WARBL FAQ page for up-to-date information on adapters for

specific devices. WARBL typically uses only 20 mA of current to be compatible

with most devices and have a minimal effect on battery life.

Some recommended iOS MIDI module apps are Appcordians Celtic Sounds (or

other Appcordians MIDI apps), Universal Piper (also available for Windows and

Mac), Thumbjam, and SoundFonts. WARBL normally sends melody (chanter)

notes on MIDI channel 1, which most apps will listen to by default. If the app

allows control over the maximum pitch bend, it should be set to two semitones.

This is the default for many apps. Some apps allow “background play”, meaning

that the app will continue to play after it is closed. This allows using multiple apps

simultaneously, producing the sound of multiple instruments at once. It also

allows you to use the WARBL Configuration Tool simultaneously with a MIDI

module app.
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http://appcordions.com/midi/
http://appcordions.com/midi/
http://www.universal-piper.com/en/the-virtual-bagpipe-lab/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/thumbjam/id338977566?mt=8
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/soundfonts/id1453325077


For Android devices, the FluidSynth app is recommended. On WIndows and

Mac, SForzando can work well. All of these apps play SoundFonts and you can

download the WARBL SoundFont for playing whistle, flute, uilleann pipes,

highland pipes, and smallpipes sounds.

Note: MIDI apps that are open “in the background” continue to use battery life, so

it’s a good idea to force them to close after you are done playing (on iOS,

double-click the home button and then swipe the app upward).
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5. Customization with the WARBL Configuration

Tool

Introduction

The Configuration Tool is a web page that connects to WARBL using MIDI

protocol to let you customize WARBL settings. This section is organized to

correspond with the panels in the Configuration Tool, and most of the information

in this section is also available in the Configuration Tool by clicking on the yellow

“info” icons.

Because the Configuration Tool uses the relatively new Web MIDI protocol, It is

necessary to use a browser that supports Web MIDI, which currently includes

Chrome and Opera on Windows, Mac, Linux, Chromebook, or Android. You can
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also use Firefox or Safari on Mac if you install the WEB MIDI extension. Safari on

iOS unfortunately does not yet support Web MIDI, but on iOS devices you can

use the free WARBL app, generously made by Michael Eskin of Appcordions.

The Configuration Tool will try to connect to WARBL if WARBL is already plugged

in when the page is loaded, or you can click “Connect to WARBL” if it hasn’t

connected automatically. Once it has connected, it should show your firmware

version in the upper right corner, and it will tell you if there is a firmware update

available (see section 8 for updating the firmware). NOTE: If your firmware is not

up to date, you will be able to use the Configuration Tool normally, but some

options may be disabled (shown in gray).

WARBL has three "instruments" available for use at any time. Each instrument

consists of a fingering pattern and a set of associated settings. You can select

different fingering patterns for each instrument, or you can select the same

fingering pattern for more than one instrument. For example, if you only want to

use tin whistle fingering, you can select that option for all three instruments, but

still have three different sets of settings available at any time. You may want to

have the buttons configured differently for each instrument, for example, or have

different register control and/or slide/vibrato settings.

Selecting the tab for each instrument allows you to change the settings for that

instrument. You can apply changes to settings to the current instrument, or you

can choose to apply them to all three instruments. This can be useful if you want

to make three instruments that are the same except for minor differences (which

can be changed after applying the initial settings to all three instruments). You

can also restore the original factory settings. Please note that WARBL responds

immediately to changes to settings, but if you don't save them, those changes will

be lost when you unplug WARBL.
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The Configure custom fingering... button will show a panel for designing a

custom fingering chart that is only activated if you have also chosen Custom in

the Fingering pattern dropdown menu.

The Note channel input allows you to select the MIDI channel (1-16) used for

sending notes from WARBL. This should typically be left set to "1".

The Transient note filter filters out very brief unwanted notes by adding a small

delay to the tonehole sensors. This can be particularly useful when using note

annotation software to transcribe your playing. Without the filter, there can be

very brief notes that you might not necessarily hear but that will be transcribed.

The filter can also be used to "clean up" the sound of your playing by removing

"crossing noises" that occur while chaning from one fingering pattern to another.

Be aware, however, that because the filter works by adding a delay, setting it too

high will give a "sluggish" feel. Set it to "0" for the fastest possible tonehole

response, or try a setting of around "8" to filter out the most brief unwanted notes.

You can set the "Default instrument" that will be active when WARBL is

plugged in. This prevents having to click a button to switch instruments if your

current favorite instrument is not instrument 1. To set the default instrument,

simply click the tab for that instrument and then click "Set as Default".  This

change will be saved immediately.

The Configuration Tool can produce simple square wave sounds if you click the

volume icon in the upper-left corner. The sound will not respond to pitch-bend

commands or CC messages, but can be useful for testing basic settings. On iOS

devices it’s also usually possible to have other MIDI apps running at the same

time as the Configuration Tool, which is preferable and will give you

higher-quality sound.
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NOTE: The optical sensor calibration is separate from all other settings, and

does not change depending on which instrument is selected. However, restoring

factory settings will also restore the initial "factory" calibration.

Custom Fingering Configuration

These controls are for creating a custom fingering chart based on a simple

pattern of finger positions that are similar to those used for tin whistle, flute,

recorder, and many other wind instruments. This can be useful for creating

special scales, for example a mixolydian or blues scale, or arpeggios, that are

difficult to play on an acoustic instrument or with other existing fingering patterns.

You may also be able to emulate real instruments that aren't available in the
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standard fingering patterns. To use the custom chart, be sure to choose

"Custom" for the fingering pattern.

You can enter any MIDI note (from 0-127) for each fingering pattern. Tone holes

shown in gray will be ignored, so for most patterns only the highest uncovered

tone hole is used to determine the note. There are also a few cross-fingering

patterns, which can be used for accidentals. To have WARBL ignore any pattern

in the chart, simply repeat the MIDI note from the next highest note in the chart.

To have WARBL ignore the left thumb hole, enter a value of "0" for that pattern

(the top one in the list).

By turning on the Use both thumb and overblowing for register control switch, it is

possible to play three registers by using a combination or overblowing and the

left thumb. Then, if you have selected either 2. Overblow or 3. Thumb register in

the Note Trigger and Register Control panel, both will be used to give a

combined range of three registers. As with other fingering patterns, you can also

use the Invert thumb/bell switch to reverse the thumb functionality so that

covering the hole raises the register instead of vice versa.

You can choose to use the right fourth finger (pinky) to flatten any note one

semitone. If this switch is turned on, the MIDI note assigned to the bottom entry

in the chart will be ignored.

It is also possible to fill the chart with presets listed in the dropdown menu. More

of these options will continue to be added.

Note: If you are using a custom fingering chart, the default in the Key dropdown

menu will be D, but you can still change keys. Any key change will be relative to

the default key of D. For example, choosing the key of E will transpose all notes

in your custom chart up two semitones.
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Note Trigger and Register Control

You can play in a single register or choose from several options for controlling the

register. Choosing 1. Single register will allow you to use breath or bag pressure

to start/stop notes, but will only allow access to one register. The pressure sensor

can be used to mimic the way that whistles, flutes, and some bagpipes can be

"overblown" to reach the second octave. To use this feature, select 2. Overblow.

For fingering patterns that don't use the left thumb, you can instead select 3.

Thumb register to allow you to use that finger to control the register, which will

be familiar to players of many woodwind instruments. To play the upper register,

simply uncover the thumb hole. Finally, you can use the "bell" sensor to select
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the register by choosing 4. Bell register. Uncovering the bell sensor (lifting it off

your knee), will access the second register. The functionality for either of these

two options can be reversed by turning on the Invert thumb/bell switch. Then

covering the left thumb hole or covering the bell sensor will allow playing in the

second register, depending on whether option 3 or 4 is selected. In the case of

the thumb hole, this will be more familiar to players of instruments with a register

key.

Turning on Bagless mode will allow you to configure a button to start/stop the

sound instead of using the pressure sensor. This will be similar to many

electronic bagpipe chanters that don't use pressure sensing. If you choose you

can still select one of the options for controlling the register when using bagless

mode. Note: if you choose the bagless option you must also configure a button

to Play/stop (bagless mode).

The pressure sensor will normally be calibrated at startup, meaning that the

pressure when you plug in the device will be used as a basepoint for determining

the pressure level at which sound will be triggered. This is desirable if you are

using breath to control the instrument. If you are using a bag with this setting, you

will want to squeeze the bag when you plug WARBL in to "tell" it the pressure at

which you want notes to begin playing. Alternatively, you can select Learn or

enter pressure to use a different pressure. This is usually preferable if you are

using a bag instead of breath, and you want to trigger notes at a higher pressure.

You can squeeze the bag at the pressure that you would like to use for initial

triggering of sound and then click Learn, which will cause WARBL to use the

current pressure (as with all settings, you can save this pressure by saving the

settings for the current instrument). After clicking "Learn", the pressure input cell

will flash green and the learned pressure will be displayed. You can also enter

the desired pressure manually if you prefer. Simply type in a pressure between

0.0 and 24.0 (inches water) and hit return or enter. The input cell will momentarily
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turn green to indicate that the pressure setting was sent to WARBL.

Selecting Bag will cause the overblowing settings for bagpipe bags to be used,

while selecting Breath will cause the settings for breath (mouthpiece) to be used.

These settings are customizable using the Advanced panel if desired (please

see the help file within the Advanced panel for information about these settings).

If your WARBL firmware version is 2.0 or earlier, you will see a "Vented" switch

instead of the bag/breath options.

Advanced Register Control Settings
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These settings control the way that the register is changed by overblowing. Each

variable below has a setting for a bag and one for the breath (mouthpiece).

which settings are used depends on whether you currently have Bag or Breath

selected in the main Note Trigger and Register Control panel (the currently

selected group of settings are surrounded by a white box). The variables that are

most likely to need adjustment are located near the top. Clicking the Bag

defaults button will restore the default bag settings for all variables in the panel,

and clicking the Breath defaults button will restore the default settings for

breath. Units are not shown for some of these settings because they use

arbitrary units.

Threshold represents how much pressure is required to move from the first

register to the second register. Increasing this setting gives you more control over

the registers but also makes it require more breath or bag pressure to overblow.

With wind instruments that respond to overblowing, it typically requires more

pressure to move to the second register from higher notes in the scale than it

does from lower notes in the scale. The Multiplier setting controls how

pronounced this difference is. Again, increasing this setting can give you better

control over the register, especially if using a bag, but will also increase the

pressure required to reach the second register, from higher notes in the scale in

particular.

Note: Setting both Threshold and Multiplier too high can make it impossible to

reach the highest notes in the second register because the pressure sensor is

saturated, i.e. it has reached the highest pressure it can detect. If you find that

you cannot reach the highest notes in the second register, try reducing one or

both of these settings slightly.
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Hysteresis causes it to be slightly easier to stay in the second register than it is

to initially reach that register. In other words, the pressure threshold for moving

up to the second register is slightly higher than the threshold for moving back

down. This is how real wind instruments behave.

WARBL has the ability to "jump" directly from silence to the second register or to

"drop" directly from the second register to silence. Thus, by blowing forcefully

(particularly by "tonguing" a note), you can begin playing in the second register

without first playing a brief note in the first register. Similarly, by cutting off air

pressure suddenly, you can drop directly from the second register to silence.

WARBL does this by waiting a small amount of time for a register threshold to be

crossed or for the pressure to level off, to detect the player's intent. Increasing

the Jump time setting makes it easier to move directly to the second register by

increasing the amount of time that WARBL waits to determine the intent of the

user. Increasing the Drop time has a similar effect for moving directly from the

second register to silence.
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Pressure Graph

The pressure graph can be used to view the WARBL pressure sensor readings in

inches of H2O over time.
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Vibrato and Slide

WARBL mimics open-tone hole instruments by sensing the distance of your

fingers from the holes and using this information to bend notes downward. It can

detect your fingers a maximum of about 1 cm (~1/2") from the holes. You can

reduce this distance using the slider if you don't want to have to remove your

fingers as far from the holes to turn off the pitch bend. The downside is that you'll

have less precision in bending notes.
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You can choose 1. Slide and vibrato, 2. Vibrato only, or 3. No pitch bend, or

4. Legato slide/vibrato. The way slide works is that lowering the finger over the

highest uncovered hole will gradually flatten the current note down to the next

lower note on the scale, much like on a real instrument. This can also allow you

to approximate "half-holing" accidentals. Because of the nature of note

transitions in MIDI, sliding between notes can sometimes result in a slight

"popping" sound when the new note is triggered. This is quite apparent with

some sounds like whistles and less so with other sounds like reed instruments.

Whether you choose to use slide may depend partly on the MIDI host and

sounds that you're using. The normal slide feature is limited to a maximum of 2

semitones before a different MIDI note is triggered.

The 4. Legato slide/vibrato feature is different from the normal slide in that it

allows you to slide seamlessly over a range of more than 2 semitones. The

sliding range is determined by the MIDI bend range (semitones) setting in the

Advanced Pitch Bend Settings panel. For proper slide and vibrato results, the

pitch bend range in the MIDI app or host that you are using must be set to the

same number of semitones.

With vibrato, lowering fingers over any open holes (other than the "slide" hole, if

you also have slide turned on) will gradually flatten the note down to the selected

maximum vibrato depth. The pitch bend contributed by each hole is cumulative,

meaning that lowering fingers over multiple holes simultaneously will flatten the

note more than lowering just one finger. This gives control over the amount of

vibrato, and can be used to simulate sliding even when "slide" isn't turned on. If a

finger is covering a hole when a note is triggered and subsequently lifting that

finger doesn't cause a different note to be triggered, then that finger will be

available to use for vibrato. However, to enable that finger, you first must remove

it completely, past where WARBL can first detect it. This is to prevent problems

with closed fingering patterns. As an example of how this works, if you trigger a
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note, completely remove a finger (one that doesn't change the current note), and

then place it back down, the resulting pitch will be lower than the originally

triggered note because vibrato has been enabled. This is usually intuitive, but it's

important to understand because in certain cases it might not be immediately

apparent why the resulting pitch is lower than the original pitch.

You can select at the bottom of the panel which holes you'd like to have available

for vibrato. If you normally only use a few fingers for vibrato, you may want to

select only those holes, to prevent unwanted behavior.

Custom vibrato is a different vibrato option that is only available for some

fingering patterns (currently tin whistle, uilleann pipes, GHB, and Northumbrian

pipes). For tin whistle and uilleann pipes, the differences from normal vibrato

are as follows: 1. Only the first and/or second fingers of the right hand are

available for vibrato, depending on the fingering pattern (you cannot select

vibrato holes if this option is turned on). 2. Vibrato is not cumulative, meaning

that lowering more than one finger doesn't increase the vibrato depth. 3. If a

vibrato hole is covered when a note is triggered, the note is immediately flattened

(this is the major difference and may be more natural in certain circumstances).

4. When playing a back D with uilleann fingering, uncovering a vibrato hole

actually lowers the pitch instead of raising it, which is how real pipes behave. For

GHB and Northumbrian pipes, the custom vibrato is designed for closed

fingering systems, and sharpens the note when finger R2 or R3 is raised from a

closed fingering position (as opposed to the normal vibrato, where lowering a

finger from an open position flattens a note).

Note that custom vibrato is not available when any unsupported fingering pattern

has been chosen.

Note: For MIDI host apps that allow you to choose the maximum pitch bend

depth, you should always set the maximum depth to the same as the MIDI bend
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range (semitones) setting in the Advanced Pitch Bend Settings panel so that

WARBL pitch bend will function as intended.

Advanced Pitch Bend Settings

Accessed by the “Advanced” button in the Vibrato and Slide panel, these

settings can be left unchanged by many users, but give more control over how

WARBL sends pitch bend messages. The MIDI bend range (semitones) should

typically be left to 2, but should correspond to the pitch bend range setting in
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whatever MIDI app or host you are using. For some apps this can't be changed,

so you can change the WARBL setting to correspond to the app. This will ensure

that the expected amount of pitch bend occurs when using vibrato or slide.

You may also want to change the MIDI bend range (semitones) setting if you

are using the 4. Legato slide/vibrato option for pitch bend. In that case, the

MIDI bend range will also control the number of semitones that you can bend

(slide) without triggering a different MIDI note. You must set the MIDI pitch bend

range in whatever MIDI app or host you are using to the same value.

Normally WARBL sends a pitch bend message after a new MIDI note is turned

on. Some users may instead wish to send pitch bend before the note is turned on

by using the Send pitch bend immediately before Note On switch. This may

cause pitch bend audio artifacts with some MIDI apps but is the recommended

setting for MIDI MPE.

The Send notes as legato switch cause WARBL to wait to turn off each MIDI

note until after the next note is sent. This is the recommended setting for most

apps and allows many apps to interpret the notes as legato, allowing them to flow

seamlessly together.
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Expression

Turning on the Force Max Velocity switch will cause WARBL to always send

notes with a velocity of 127 (the maximum allowed), which will allow maximum

volume from MIDI apps. Some more sophisticated apps interpret high velocity in

ways that also affect the timbre of notes, or various other effects. If this is the

case, you may want to uncheck this switch, which will cause WARBL to send

notes with a velocity of 64 (the middle of the allowed range). The switch has no

effect if the "Send Pressure as Velocity" (below) is selected.
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Turning on the Send expression as pitch bend switch will cause WARBL to

send pitch bend messages based on pressure. This means that for a given note,

blowing (or squeezing a bag) gently will cause the note to play slightly flat, while

blowing with excess force will cause it to be slightly sharp. This is meant to

simulate the way that pressure is used to fine-tune the pitch of real instruments,

and can make WARBL sound more lifelike. The Expression depth slider

controls the amount of pitch bend. The pitch bend is added to any that is

contributed by vibrato and slide, so they can all be used simultaneously. If

overblowing is not being used, you have the option of changing the default

pressure range used for Expression by clicking the Override... button.

WARBL also has the ability to map pressure sensor values to a MIDI Continuous

Controller (CC) note-on velocity, channel pressure, and key pressure, allowing it

to function as a MIDI breath controller. These are advanced settings and not

needed by many WARBL users. An example would be to send pressure data to

CC 7 to control the volume of notes with pressure. The "Send Pressure as

Velocity" option overrides the "Force Max Velocity" switch (above).
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Pitch Expression Pressure Range Override

By turning on the Override pitch expression range switch and using the sliders,

you can override the default pressure range used for pitch expression. This is not

available if overblowing is being used, because in that case the pressure range

has to be calculated in real time based on the current register and overblowing

settings.
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Pressure Mapping

The input pressure range can be mapped to the output (CC, velocity, channel

pressure, or key pressure) range using one of three curves: linear, a power curve

(curve 2), or an inverse power curve (curve 3). Adjusting the sliders controls

which portion of the overall breath/bag pressure is mapped to which portion of

the possible MIDI output range of 0-127.
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Drones Control

WARBL makes it possible to control drones in MIDI bagpipe host apps by

assigning commands for turning the drones on and off, and then choosing from a

few methods for sending those commands. You can choose to send either Note

On, Note Off, or CC messages, assigning the channel, byte 2, and byte 3. For

Note On and Note Off messages, byte 2 is a MIDI note number and byte 3 is

velocity. For CC messages, byte 2 is the CC number and byte 3 is the value.
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The commands used for turning drones on and off will depend on the MIDI host

app. For example, the Celtic Sounds app uses a Note On command both for

turning drones on and turning them off. In some apps such as Universal Piper,

you can choose which command you'll use to control the drones.

Choosing Use secret button will allow you to turn the drones on and off by

pressing button 1 while covering the right-hand index-finger hole.

Choosing Turn on/off with chanter will cause the drones to be on whenever the

chanter is playing. This will be true no matter how you control the chanter, so will

work in bagless mode as well as using the pressure sensor.

Selecting Pressure will turn the drones on and off at a given pressure threshold,

so, for example, you can mimic real bagpipes by having the drones come on at a

baseline pressure and the chanter come on at a higher pressure. You can either

"learn" the pressure or enter it manually, as with the note trigger pressure.
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Button Behavior

The three buttons can be programmed to perform different actions. This is useful

for sending special commands to MIDI apps or customizing the ability to switch

modes.

If a button click is configured to send MIDI Note On/Note Off messages, the

normal behavior is to alternate between sending Note On and Note Off

messages each time the button is "clicked" (the action actually occurs when the

button is released). There is also the option to choose "momentary" behavior,

meaning that the button will send a Note On message when pressed and a Note

Off message when released. This is useful if you only want a note to be on when

the button is held down, for example for mimicking uilleann pipe regulators. Note:

If "momentary" is selected, other actions using that same button will be disabled,

because it's not possible to differentiate other intentions from a momentary press.
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If you are sending Note On/Note Off messages, byte 2 is the MIDI note number,

and byte 3 is velocity. If you are sending CC messages, byte 2 is the CC number

and byte 3 is the value.

Please note that CC messages 102-119 on channel 7 are reserved for the

Configuration Tool, so WARBL cannot be programmed to send additional

messages in this range.

Selecting Send PC will send a Program Change message to the selected

channel. This would be useful, for example, to select a particular instrument in a

MIDI host app. Increase PC and Decrease PC are different in that they assume

a Program Change value of 1 when WARBl is started, and then increase or

decrease it from there. For example, clicking a button assigned to Increase PC

after starting WARBL will send a PC message of 2 on the selected channel.

These commands are useful for consecutively stepping through the available

sounds in a MIDI app.

The momentary switches can also be used when you have selected Octave

shift up, Octave shift down, Semitone shift up, or semitone shift down. This

allows you to use a button to momentarily shift the octave or key, extending the

range of the instrument and allowing any button to act as a "key" for sharpening

or flattening a note.

A button can be assigned to begin autocalibration. This can be useful if you

anticipate needing to autocalibrate when you don't have access to the

Configuration Tool. However, you'll want to use a button combination that can't be

triggered accidentally, for example holding button 2 and clicking either button 1 or

button 3. Also, when you begin autocalibration with a button combination, you

need to be careful not to cover any of the sensors while pressing the buttons,

because if you are pressing firmly on the sensors when autocalibration begins it

will give WARBL incorrect examples of covered sensors.
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The "secret" button commands are a few additional hard-coded actions that

involve covering certain tone holes while clicking button 1. These can be useful if

normal button actions are used for other functions. They give you an alternative

way of changing slide/vibrato mode and instrument. With the “secret” commands

turned on, covering only hole L3 while pressing button 1 will change the

slide/vibrato mode, and covering only R3 while pressing button 1 will change the

instrument. Note that the Use "secret" button commands switch does not have

to be on to use the "secret" drone control button, if that option is selected in the

Drone Control panel.

The MIDI Console will display up to 300 MIDI messages from WARBL, which

can be useful for testing your MIDI setup.

Optical Sensor Calibration

The optical sensors may occasionally need to be calibrated, for example when

the device is new, if a new person is playing the device, or the sensors are a bit
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dirty. Calibration can also be used in a pinch to compensate for having dirty

hands, but it's easier to wash your hands...

If the calibration is far off or you want to calibrate quickly, you can run

auto-calibration. Begin by holding WARBL in a well-lit room (but not direct

sunlight) in such a way that no tone holes are covered (important because it

gives WARBL examples of raw sensor readings) and then click "Begin

auto-calibration". The LED on WARBL will turn on and then you'll have ten

seconds to lightly place your fingers over all the tone holes. Pressing harder on

each tone hole will make it more difficult to "cover" after auto-calibration. After

this the calibration should be reasonably close. Note that the bell sensor will only

be calibrated if it is currently plugged in. If this is the case, rest the bell sensor on

whatever surface you intend to use with it while also covering the tone holes with

your fingers. Note that auto-calibration is always saved immediately; it is not

necessary to click "Save calibration" afterward.

You also have the option of auto-calibrating only the bell sensor. This is useful

because the sensor may respond differently depending on the type of clothing

you're wearing. To do this, hold WARBL up in the air so the sensor is completely

uncovered, click "Auto-calibrate bell sensor only”, and then lower the sensor

onto your knee. After five seconds, the LED with turn off and the sensor will be

calibrated.

After auto-calibration or for more frequent adjustments, you can just fine-tune

each sensor individually. Clicking the up arrow will make it easier to "cover" the

tone hole, while clicking the down arrow will make it more difficult. Note that when

you plug in WARBL, values for each sensor will always read zero, and any

changes will be relative to the current calibration. Changes to individual sensors

will take place immediately so you can test them as you are changing them, but
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you must click "Save calibration" for the changes to be saved. Otherwise the

calibration will be reset when WARBL is unplugged.

Preset Import/Export

Use the Preset Import and Export buttons to exchange your WARBL instrument

settings with other users or to archive an instrument setting for later import back

into the WARBL Configuration Tool.

WARBL settings for the currently selected instrument may be exported to a file

using the Export Preset button.

The exported file will be named "WARBL_Preset.warbl" and can be found in the

"Downloads" directory on your computer. If there is already an existing export file

in that directory, Chrome will save the file with incrementing numbers after the

"WARBL_Preset" name.

To load an existing WARBL preset file into the current instrument tab, click the

Import Preset file selector button.
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Select a .warbl settings file from your computer to import. The imported data will

be loaded into your WARBL, but not saved permanently to allow you to make

additional changes if desired.

To permanently save the settings for the current instrument in your WARBL, click

the "Save settings for the current instrument" button at the top of the screen.

6. Using bagpipe bags and the optional bell

sensor

The optional bagpipe kit includes a simple collapsible plastic bottle that can be

used as a bagpipe bag. Simply inflate the bag to the desired amount. Then plug

the tube into the rubber stopper in place of the mouthpiece tube. Please see the

Configuration Tool section above for information on settings for controlling the

register, “learning” calibration pressure, and drones control options when using a

bag.

It is also possible to use real bagpipe bags, though the method of attachment will

vary. Please feel free to contact me for ideas about connecting other bags.

The bell sensor is designed to allow closed piping, as with uilleann pipes. It is

similar to the other tone-hole sensors, but plugs into the jack at the end of the

device to sense when the instrument is “on the knee” or “off the knee”. If the bell

sensor is plugged in, no note will be sounded if all the tone holes and the bell

sensor are covered. This simulates an uilleann chanter that is completely closed

off. The sensor can also be used for sliding and vibrato, as well as controlling the

register (if not using uilleann fingering) as mentioned in the Configuration Tool

section above.
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The bell sensor should be used only with the included USB cord with a slim plug.

Using other cords may put too much pressure on the sensor and USB connector.

The bell sensor can be calibrated in the same manner as the other sensors (see

section 9), and may need to be recalibrated depending on the type of pants that

you’re wearing. Most types of cloth (including dark-colored cloth like bluejeans)

are quite reflective in the infrared range and work well with the sensor.

7. Care and maintenance

The only maintenance required is occasional cleaning. A soft cotton cloth can be

used for cleaning the outside of the enclosure, and a cotton swab works well for

cleaning the toneholes and optical sensors. You can dampen the swab with

rubbing alcohol if necessary. A compressed air can like those used for cleaning

computers can be used to gently blow any dust out of the interior. You can blow

air into the tone holes along the sides of the sensors.

You can also use an alcohol-dampened swab to clean the inside of the moisture

trap, after removing the stopper. Please do not rinse the moisture trap with any

liquids.

The stopper and mouthpieces can be cleaned with soap and water, or can be

boiled to sterilize.

Please remember that WARBL is a sensitive electronic device, and shouldn’t be

subjected to extremes of heat, moisture, or vibration. If you treat the mechanical

parts such as the buttons, USB connector, and bell sensor jack with respect,

WARBL should give you many years of service.
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8. Updating the firmware

There will occasionally be firmware updates for WARBL. When you are

connected to the Configuration Tool, it will tell you in the upper right corner if your

software is up to date or if there is a new version available. The newest version

of the firmware is always available on the Documentation page. Please feel free

to email info@warbl.xyz or ask on the WARBL Forum if you have any trouble with

the installation process. Updating the firmware will reset your settings, so it is

suggested that you export your settings using the Preset Import/Export feature

before updating the firmware.

Windows

First, download the latest version of the WARBL firmware from the

Documentation page.

For Windows 7 only, you will probably need to install a driver for WARBL the

first time you upgrade the software. You can download the driver installer here.

When you run the installer, select the “32u4” driver.

Next, download the QMK Toolbox app (Windows) from the Documentation

page, and install it. You may receive a warning that the app is unrecognized, but

it’s safe to tell Windows to install it (on Windows 10, click “more info”). Follow the

rest of the instructions for installing the software. **Important:** During the

installation, you will be asked if you would like to install drivers for your

device. Click “No”.
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Plug WARBL into your computer, and then open QMK Toolbox. Click “Open”

and navigate to the new version of the WARBL firmware that you saved on your

computer. Select “Auto-Flash”, as shown below.

Then, double-click the programming button inside the WARBL enclosure

using a toothpick. The LED should pulse, and after a few seconds, you should

see the yellow text shown above that says “Caterina device connected”, followed

by lots of other text as the firmware uploads. If the LED stays solid green and the

firmware doesn’t upload, try to double-click again, as you may have done it too
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fast or too slow. The next time you connect to the WARBL Configuration Tool, the

new firmware version should appear in the upper right-hand corner.

Mac

First, download the latest version of the WARBL firmware from the

Documentation page.

Next, plug WARBL into your computer, then download the QMK Toolbox app

(Mac) from the Documentation page, and open it. You may receive the warning

shown below that the app is from an unidentified developer.

In this case, you’ll need to give permission to open the app anyway, following the

instructions below:
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Once you are able to Open QMK Toolbox, click “Open” and navigate to the new

version of the WARBL firmware that you saved on your computer. Select “Auto-Flash”,

as shown below.
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Then, double-click the programming button inside the WARBL enclosure using a

toothpick. The LED should pulse, and after a few seconds, you should see yellow text

that says “Caterina device connected”, followed by lots of other text as the firmware

uploads. If the LED stays solid green and the firmware doesn’t upload, try to

double-click again, as you may have done it too fast or too slow. The next time you

connect to the WARBL Configuration Tool, the new firmware version should appear in

the upper right-hand corner.
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9. Troubleshooting

Problem Solutions

No sound from MIDI app Make sure the app is listening to MIDI channel 1 (or all

channels).

Try opening the app and plugging in WARBL in a different

order.

Make sure the notes that WARBL is sending is in the

range of notes that the app will play.

There is a delay when

playing WARBL

Calibrate the sensors (sometimes sensors that are difficult

to cover can make it seem like there’s a delay).

Try using a Mac, iOS device, or hardware MIDI module

instead of an Android or Windows device.

On Android, try using the FluidSynth app.

On a Windows PC, follow suggestions from the maker of

the app for reducing latency. This often involves using

ASIO audio drivers and using a MIDI synth other than the

Microsoft GS Wavetable Synth.
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Chrome freezes when

using the Configuration

Tool

Close the web browser before unplugging WARBL.

Some notes are difficult

to play or won’t sound at

all.

Clean your hands (hands that are dirty, greasy, or sweaty

reflect differently in the infrared range).

Recalibrate the sensors.

Notes in the upper or

lower end of the range

don’t play.

Some MIDI apps only respond to notes within a

certain range, and you may be sending notes

outside that range. For example, the tin whistle in

Celtic Sounds only responds from D4 to D6, so it

won’t make any sound if you play a C#4.

The WARBL

app/Configuration Tool is

really tiny on my phone.

Sorry! I plan to make it responsive so it will be

easier to use on phones. In the meantime,

double-tapping on a panel should zoom in (or pinch

to zoom).

My iPhone or iPad

doesn’t have a

headphone jack, so I

can’t use WARBL and

headphones at the same

time.

You’ll need a different adapter to add a headphone

jack. Please see the WARBL FAQ page for

up-to-date information on the best adapters for each

kind of device.
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I’m hearing an additional

unwanted sound when

playing WARBL

You may be connected to the Configuration Tool (or

WARBL app) and have inadvertently turned its

sound on. Click the “volume” icon in the upper-left

corner to turn the sound off, or disconnect from the

Configuration Tool by closing the web page (or

force-closing the WARBL app).

The WARBL won’t

connect to my mobile

device

Check the adapter that you are using to connect, as

these (and cables) do wear out over time. THe LED

on WARBL should flash once when you plug it in, to

indicate that it is getting power.

Also see the WARBL FAQ page for additional troubleshooting questions.
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Warranty

WARBL is guaranteed for a period of one year from the date of purchase. The

warranty does not cover damage to mistreatment or misuse. The customer is

responsible for the cost of shipping for warranty repairs. Please contact me for

warranty service at info@warbl.xyz.

Technical Data

Dimensions: 8.5” X 0.625”

Weight: 1.2 oz

Operating frequency: 8 MHz

Voltage: 5V

Typical power consumption: 20 mA

Maximum power consumption (outdoors in direct sunlight, with no sensors

covered): 40 mA

Interface: USB 2.0 full speed
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This product complies with FCC Part 15 Class B and also with CE Directives EN 55032,

EN 55103-2, and 2015/863, and carries the CE mark accordingly.

WARBL is Open Hardware and is licensed under the CERN OHL version 1.2 and the GNU General

Public License.

Copyright Andrew Mowry 2019-2022

Mowry Stringed Instruments

557 NE Quimby Ave.

Bend, OR 97701

(541) 617-1203

info@warbl.xyz
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